
Just Plug it in and Turn it on
No Hoses, Booster Pumps or Pool Filter Connections Needed.

Have you ever wondered if there was a better way to clean your 
pool?  Having to run your pool’s filter system as much as 50% 
longer with a ‘suction-side’ cleaner or essentially doubling your 
electric bills to run a ‘pressure-side’ cleaner booster pump is 
just outrageous.  How about those wear and tear parts that you 
have to constantly replace?  Are you going to repeat this costly 
cycle or worse, buy one of those other antiquated cleaner types 
that you’ve seen in stores since as long as you can remember? 

This time consider Aquabot Turbo T-Jet, the virtually 
maintenance free ‘robotic’ pool maintenance system that works 
without hoses, booster pumps or your pool’s filter system and 
actually pays you back.  In fact, Aquabot Turbo T-Jet is capable 
of saving you as much as $2,500 in energy every year, including 
saving you up to 80% of water and 30% of your chemicals, 
while cleaning most pools in as little as 1 hour.  There is a better 
way and you’re reading all about it.

The Most Reliable & Energy Efficient Solution 
for Total Pool Maintenance!

DeepClean™ Power Washes, Vacuums, Microfilters & Circulates



Aquabot Turbo T-Jet, the first cleaner powered only by a built-in pump 
motor. With its reusable internal filter, “T-Jet” is essentially a powerful 
pump and filter on wheels.  Gone are the complexity and cost of 
operating and repeatedly fixing antiquated cleaners of yesteryear.

This SimplyReliable™ design provides; 
• The most powerful vacuum flow rate
• The ability to clean most pools in as little as 1 hour
• An operating cost of only about 2¢ per hour
• Up to 30 times greater energy efficiency than other cleaners

T-Jet removes larger debris, traps finer dirt, circulates and filters more 
water, and replaces up to 70% of your pool’s main filter operating 
time. All the while T-Jet works automatically and without hoses, 
pool filter connections, costly to run booster pumps or any of those 
familiar costly wear and tear parts. The virtually wear and tear free, 
American made Aquabot Turbo T-Jet offers you the greatest long 
term reliability of any cleaner technology available today and energy 
savings that can potentially pay for itself in just a few months.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS CHART
Pool Size / Type: Up to 50’ Long / All Surface Types & Shapes

Cleaning Time (most pools): 1 Hour

Operating Costs: Less than 5¢ per cleaning cycle

Warranty: 3 Years / 200 Cycles Prorated

Hydroscrubbing Mechanism: Patented DeepClean™ Power Wash Jets

Debris Intake Ports:
2 Offset for Clog-Free Operation

(1” x 5” up to 1.5” x 5” + 3 Varied Depths)

Suction Port Depths: Customizable; 3 Depths for Deep Dirt Access

Filter Debris Holding Capacity: 34 Quarts Maximum Volume

Filtration Particle Size: Down to 2 Microns

Filtration / Circulation Rate: 4,800 Gallons Per Hour

Drive Feature: Patented Hydraulic Jet Propulsion

Cleaning Speed: 6,800 Sq. Ft. Per Hour

Surface Obstacle Avoidance: Patented NeverStuck™ Rollers

Guidance Mechanism: Patented Directional Guidance Axle

Wheels: Free Spinning, Non-Marring Wheels

Pump Motor:
High Performance, Brushless / Sealed;

Oil Cooled and Lubricated + Water Cooled

Cable Length / Type: 51’ / Self-Floating – Kink-Free

Operating Voltage / Wattage: 24v AC / 150w

Forward / Reverse Timer: Adjustable Digital LED; 1–90 seconds

Timer Auto Shut-Off: 2 Hours Digital / External Timer System Capable

Power Supply: StayCool™ All Weather Resistant

Electrical Requirements: 110v / 60Hz

Robot / Shipping Weight: 10.75 lbs. / 35 lbs.

Robot / Package Dimensions: 17” x 20” x 11.75” / 19.562” x 18.187” x 17.5

Because Simple is Better!

A simple Directional Flap diverts the 
flow of water to hydraulically propel 
Aquabot Turbo T-Jet

The Directional Guidance Axle ensures systematic turning every time Aquabot Turbo 
T-Jet moves forwards to provide complete coverage of any pool

AquAbot turbo t-Jet’s quintuple functionAlity.

HydroScrubbing: Filtered pressurized water emits as power 
wash jets to DeepCleanTM what (sand, silt, pollen, algae) and where 
(pool pores, seams and corners) brushes and other cleaners can’t.

Vacuuming: With nearly 10 times the vacuum water flow of suction-
side and pressure-side cleaners and more powerful than most main 
pool filter systems T-Jet traps everything from palm leaves and pine 
needles to solid spheres as large as 1.5” in diameter in its massive 
reusable 34 quart capacity ultra-durable filter bag.

microfiltration: T-Jet captures fine dirt particles, such as 
sand, silt, pollen and algae, as small as 2 microns (that’s down to 10 
times smaller than what many main pool filters can remove). 

circulation: Once water passes up through its internal filter it is 
diverted and expelled out the back (or front) of T-Jet on an upward 
angle circulating pool water layers.  The result is an equalization of 
temperatures (lowering heat loss to save energy) and chemicals (for 
healthier swimming water and reduced chemical consumption).

Hydraulic JEt driVE: The expelled clean water also provides 
hydraulic jet propulsion, driving T-Jet without gears, tracks, bearings, 
pads, costly complex drive motors or other familiar wear and tear 
parts. T-Jet rolls along floors, over in-floor pop-up heads and raised 
drains, up floor-to-wall radiuses all the way to the waterline, and even 
most stairs and benches to clean any pool.

Equipped with both  Microfilter 
& Macrofilter Bags
(a $50.00 value – FREE!)

*Requires a Minimum 6” long radius between floor and wall to climb.
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Aquabot® TURBO TJET, its Power Supply and Floating Cable 
are ETL Listed to UL Standard 1081, the highest certification 
for safety and reliability in the industry.


